From: Hina Makawana  
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2010 11:23 AM  
To: Kathleen Almond  
Cc: Kathleen Almond  
Subject: comments for english requirements

Dear kathleen,
Thanks for giving opportunity to share my view.

I think THOSE STUDENTS WHO HAD FINISHED THEIR STUDY SUCCESSFULLY FROM YOUR GIVEN LISTS OF COUNTRIES, THEY DONT NEED TO PASS ENGLISH TEST FOR REGISTRATION.

2 OR 3 YEARS OF NURSIG PROGRAMMS ARE SUFFICIENT TO TEST THEIR ENGLISH language and communication skills. University exams and all shorts of assignments and test also test students’ skills in writing, reading, listening and speaking skills.

After finishing study if unfortunately students cant pass their language exams then it is unfair for them to not have registration just only because they have failed in language exams.  
IT IS UNFAIR FOR INTELLIGENT STUDENTS TO BUILD UP THEIR FUTURE ON ANY LANGUAGE TESTS.

THANKS
hina